
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CHOOSING,  
DESIGING AND INSTALLING 

YOUR DREAM DRIVE OR PATIO

TRANSFORM 
YOUR HOME 

WITH A BEAUTIFUL PATTERN 
IMPRINTED CONCRETE DRIVEWAY 



WELCOME TO COMPLETE  
DRIVEWAY DESIGNS  

We’re the North West’s leading supplier of 
pattern imprinted concrete driveways, and we 
want to help you find the best kind of driveway 
for all your needs. Established in 2003, we’ve 
been installing beautiful new driveways and 
patios all around the country since then. 

We pride ourselves on our honesty, knowledge, 
expertise and value for money – we want to help 
you make the right decision, and make sure you 
love whatever type of driveway you choose. 

Keep reading to learn more about driveways 
and patios, and when you’re ready to take the 
next steps and transform your home, visit our 
website or call us on 01706 827 180 to BOOK 
YOUR FREE DESIGN VISIT.

• Enhance the VALUE of your 
property  

• Create more PRACTICAL 
space for cars or entertaining 

• Add BEAUTIFUL new features 
around your home  

• Stand out from your neighbours 
with a STUNNING new look 

THE BENEFITS OF A NEW 
DRIVEWAY OR PATIO
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With very little maintenance 
required, it’s TIME TO ENJOY! 

A STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO 
YOUR NEW DRIVEWAY

Decide which type of driveway is right 
for you – and why we recommend 
pattern imprinted concrete 

Explore dozens of driveway ideas for 
inspiration, and start customising 
your own

Choose which patterns and colours 
you would like – mix and match 
however you want 

Arrange a free design visit with one of 
our experts – to measure and draw up 
your professional plans 
 

Sit back and relax whilst we take care of 
all aspects of installation – including any 
additional work you need

Watch as we complete the final 
sealing of your driveway – to 
protect it for years to come



WHICH TYPE OF DRIVEWAY  
IS BEST FOR YOU?
There are lots of different options when it comes to a new driveway or patio. Some 
are cheaper than others, some more difficult to install, and some simply won’t last 
as long. We can lay any type of driveway, and will be happy to help with anything 
you need. Every type of material has pros and cons. 

But with over 20 years of experience in the industry, we know what 
our customers like best: Pattern Imprinted Concrete! 

TARMAC OR ASPHALT 

BLOCK PAVING

COBBLESTONES OR BRICKS
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• Quick to apply to large areas

• Matches the road outside

• Looks smooth when done  
correctly

• Flags and stones can  
look good

• Can create different patterns

• Create a great, traditional feel

• Ideal for period houses

• Colour choice is limited, dull 
and boring

• May deteriorate quickly when 
exposed to oil and chemicals 
from vehicles

• Precision installation required = 
expensive

• Susceptible to moss and algae

• Can crack, come loose and wobble

• Long, specialist installation = 
expensive

• Can become wobbly and uneven

• Very slippery when wet 

PROS

PROS

PROS

CONS

CONS

CONS



GRAVEL AND STONES

INDIAN STONE / SANDSTONE

RESIN-BOUND

WHY CHOOSE PATTERN  
IMPRINTED CONCRETE?

We believe pattern imprinted concrete delivers the very best results, and the 
best value for money, because:
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• Quick, easy and relatively 
cheap installation

• Great for deterring burglars 
with loud noise 

• Good natural aesthetic looks
• Choice of colours and  

patterns

• Good aesthetics with variety  
of colours

• Long lasting and weather- 
resistant 

• Can be laid on top of existing 
tarmac or concrete  
(if un-cracked) 

• Can be very noisy and messy!

• May require regular ‘topping up’

• Difficult to keep weed-free

• Colours can fade and sizes are  
limited 

• Flags can wobble and come loose 

• May not be strong enough 

• Resin may not be properly  
prepared (or can be thinned)

• Base can move or crack,  
and resin surface lifts 

• Hard to repair if cracks  
develop

PROS

PROS

PROS

CONS

CONS

CONS

• Strong and solid – meaning it’s 
ideal for heavy loads like cars or vans

• Extremely long lasting – durable 
and weather-resistant

• Won’t chip, wobble or loosen – so 
no repairs to worry about

The only downsides are that concrete is non-porous and can crack if not 
installed correctly. But we include drainage options and expansion joints 
– so you don’t need to worry. We’ve been working with the material for 
over 15 years and we know exactly how to handle it correctly.

• Very low maintenance  
– upkeep is hassle-free

• Completely diverse and flexible 
– create any look you want, any 
colour, any pattern



CHOOSE ANY SHAPE YOU WANT 

As we pour concrete, you really can have any shape you want, from 
straightforward rectangular drives to long, sweeping paths. Curves are a 
great way to maximum available space, and they look beautiful too. 

One of the best features of pattern imprinted concrete is that it’s SO flexible. 
It’s why you see it on driveways, patios, pathways, promenades and drive-thrus! 
There’s so much you can do with concrete, we wanted to give you a few ideas 
for inspiration. 

But remember – you can customise it any way you want – so get creative! 

CUSTOMISE YOUR 
DRIVEWAY OR PATIO
ANY WAY YOU LIKE 
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ENHANCE BORDERS OR 
WALKWAYS

Make your driveway stand out even more, with 
contrasting borders to define edges, or a separate 
pattern and colour to highlight paths or dividing 
lines. We can add multiple patterns and different 
colours to any design. 
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TRANSFORM YOUR PATIO  
& OUTSIDE SPACE 

Pattern imprinted concrete is not just ideal for driveways! It’s 
perfect for patios and paths too – any outdoor space you want 
to tidy up and get more use from. Create unique areas for 
entertaining and relaxing in the garden – we can even add stairs 
to lower or higher areas! 

MATCH THE LOOK TO YOUR PROPERTY 
With so many patterns, tints and stains to choose from if 
you decide on pattern imprinted concrete, you can make 
sure your drive echoes the look and feel of your home. Try 
Old English Cobble for a period property, or Ashlar Slate 
for something more modern. 

WANT MORE IDEAS?  

SEE OUR ONLINE GALLERY

“Highly delighted with our 
new driveway, would definitely 
recommend. Absolutely great 
lads and workers!”

Stewart & Jean, in Blackburn
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INCORPORATE SECURITY 
FEATURES AND OUTDOOR 
LIGHTING 

One final idea to think about – if you’re upgrading 
your drive, you might also want to include new 
security features or outdoor lighting. We can add 
in gates and bollards, along with floor lighting to 
enhance your drive throughout the night. 

ADD EXTRA FEATURES LIKE RAISED  
FLOWER BEDS AND GEOMETRIC PATTERNS

Our expert installers have decades of experience adding extra 
features like bespoke fencing, raised flowers beds, unique 
compass designs, and circular geometric patterns. Whatever 
you’d like, we can help make it possible. 
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Want to sketch out your 
ideas? Use the drawing 
board on the back page 
of this brochure! 

We’d love to help you create your dream driveway, with any specialist 
features you’d like. Take a look at our website for more ideas, or get in  
touch to start planning today! 

BOOK YOUR FREE DESIGN VISIT ONLINE 

or Call us on 01706 827 180
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4 Steps 
TO TRANSFORMING 
YOUR HOME 

ARRANGE A FREE DESIGN VISIT 

Once you’ve got some rough ideas in your head, we can help you 
visualise and take the next steps to getting your dream driveway 
or patio. 

Our expert designers will come to your home for an informal chat 
about your plans. We’ll accurately measure the space outside your 
house, and create a comprehensive, professional design for you. 

We’re completely flexible about when to visit - we’ll work around 
any time that suits you.

Simply enter your details online at  
www.completedrivewaydesigns.co.uk  
or call us on  

01706 827 180
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FINALISE YOUR COLOURS AND PATTERNS 

After we’ve drawn up your plans, there’s only one thing left to do - 
finalise your choice of pattern and colour.

We’ll share lots of examples at your home, or you can see more 
examples online. You can also come and visit our showroom to see 
full size samples! We’d love to show you around. 
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HASSLE-FREE INSTALLATION

With everything planned out, we can give you a competitive quote for a 
professional, fully guaranteed installation. Our process includes:

• Everything taken care of for you, from excavation to the final finish

• All waste materials removed, without the need for a skip

• A clean, tidy worksite, with friendly, qualified installers 

• Any additional maintenance  or landscaping undertaken on your behalf

• Comprehensive warranties on both the concrete and our workmanship
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Your plans are yours to keep – you don’t have to use us 
to install your new drive or patio, but make sure you do 
choose a contractor with all the necessary qualifications 
and skills. Unfortunately, as with any trade, there are several 
rogue ‘cowboy’ contractors out there. 

Check certificates and accreditations, and make sure they 
know what they’re doing by asking about expansion joints and 
drainage, colour surface hardener (CSH), anti-slip precautions 
and sealing procedures.

“The men have been hard working, 
friendly and helpful, giving us options 
and advice. Very professional and 
highly recommended”
Gary, Warrington



SEALING YOUR CONCRETE 

After the top level of concrete has had the final patterns printed on, many 
people assume the work is complete. But this is not the case. A concrete 
drive or patio isn’t finished until it’s been properly sealed. 

Sealing is a vital part of the process. 

It’s the protective cover on top of your drive, that ensures a long-lasting, 
beautiful finish. It protects the concrete from weathering and repels water & 
dirt. It ensures your driveway requires minimal upkeep during its long life. 

Be wary of any company that doesn’t talk about sealing. It’s an absolutely 
essential part of the installation process. We even offer re-sealing options for 
our existing customers. 
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If you have been stung by a rogue contractor who 
hasn’t sealed your driveway – don’t panic. Our 
dedicated aftercare team can help prevent your 
existing driveway from deteriorating. 

Want to discuss your driveway or patio ideas? 

ARRANGE YOUR FREE DESIGN VISIT TODAY

Simply enter your details online at  
www.completedrivewaydesigns.co.uk  
or call us on  

01706 827 180
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NEED MORE TIPS OR ADVICE?
We don’t stop making sure you’re happy with your new 
driveway or patio once we’ve installed it. We regularly posts 
tips and advice on our website, and if you have ANY  
questions at all, we’re here to help – even if you already 
have a pattern imprinted concrete driveway!

LOOKING AFTER PATTERN 
IMPRINTED CONCRETE

Pattern imprinted concrete is a solid, long-lasting option for your new 
driveway, but as with any new installation, good care and maintenance will 
help ensure it stays in tip-top condition. 

The great thing about pattern imprinted concrete is that it’s low 
maintenance, but to make your investment last as long as possible, we want 
to make sure you know what to do! 

Wash all stains or dirt off as 
soon as possible

Re-seal your driveway every 
3-to-5 years for maximum 
protection

Put salt on the concrete, as it can corrode the  
sealant 

Use weed killers or pesticides (you shouldn’t get 
anything growing)

Drag heavy objects or garden furniture – the 
concrete is protected from scratches, but it could 
damage the seal. 

REMEMBER: When you’re choosing a contractor to install any concrete, be 
sure you can trust them: Check all their qualifications, make sure they don’t 
use subcontractors, and ask If they use their own vans, and own equipment. 
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DO DON’T



WHY CHOOSE US?
We know there are several driveway companies to choose from, and we know 
that you’re likely to be wary about picking the right one. And that’s exactly the 
approach you should be taking – a driveway is a big investment, and you want to 
make sure it’s installed to the HIGHEST POSSIBLE STANDARDS. 

There are many rogue traders out there, but we want to reassure you that with 
us, you’ll get a fully professional service, at all times. 
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WE’RE TRUSTED BY  
HOMEOWNERS LIKE YOU

Take a look at all our 5-star reviews 
and testimonials from our satisfied 
customers. We can even show you 
driveways we’ve installed near you. 

WE’RE PROUD TO OFFER 
FULL 5 YEAR  
GUARANTEES 

All our materials AND our workmanship 
come with 5 year guarantees, so you can 
be confident you’re getting the very best 
– long-lasting and highly effective.

WE HAVE OVER 15 YEARS 
OF EXPERIENCE 

We’ve not just set up shop down 
the road from out of the back of our 
van. We’re a fully established, limited 
company – who excel at what we do. 

WE’RE FULLY ACCREDITED, 
WITH A GREAT INDUSTRY 
REPUTATION

We’re a member of several professional 
bodies, including the Guild Of 
Craftsman and Constructionline, and 
all our installers are fully qualified with 
valid CSCS cards. We’re trusted by the 
commercial sector, installing drive-thrus 
for fast food restaurants, council re-
generation works and outside flooring at 
theme parks. 

YOU CAN VISIT OUR  
PROFESSIONAL OFFICES 
AND SHOWROOM 

Don’t just take our word for it; come 
along to our offices and showroom to 
see our work, our reviews and meet the 
whole team in person! 



SHARE YOUR  
PLANS WITH US  

OR ARRANGE YOUR FREE 
DESIGN VISIT! 

START DESIGNING 
YOUR OWN DRIVEWAY

We’ll create professional plans for your driveway 
or patio, and discuss a no-obligation quote for full, 
hassle-free installation.

VISIT US ONLINE OR CALL 01706 827 180

www.completedrivewaydesigns.co.uk


